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Inadequate trial budgets, reduced timelines, and
increasing demands on fewer resources make trial
planning more difficult than ever. Inaccurate forecasts
can leave organizations floundering, or worse, Document
they Exchange
can set unachievable study goals. What if you could
reduce your trial planning time by 80% and still
deliver accurate, on-time, and achievable forecasts by
leveraging industry benchmarks?
Accelerated Clinical Trial Planning
It typically takes weeks to even months to plan clinical studies. Disparate and
manual planning and budgeting tools take significant time and effort to use,
often resulting in inaccuracies and study start delays.
Oracle Health Sciences ClearTrial Cloud Service can reduce the end-to-end
planning process from weeks to hours by providing visibility into industrystandard, detailed tasks, timelines, costs, and resources. It also offers quick
insights into potential budget and resources so you can plan with precision.
• Accurately produce ballpark budgets in minutes, instead of days.
• Quickly create and evaluate multiple study scenarios.
• Easily generate study requests for proposals (RFPs) directly from project plans.

Accurate, Defensible, and Achievable Study Budgets
Today, the pressure caused by the rise of complex trials, stagnant finances,
and limited personnel has resulted in increased study planning cycles,
inflated budgets, extended timelines, and continuous vendor change orders.
ClearTrial provides visibility into the operational and financial planning
for a study and the ability to model new scenarios quickly, as clinical
assumptions or business requirements change.
• Quickly develop ballpark budgets, detailed forecasts, and operational plans.
• Accurately plan with embedded global clinical intelligence.
• Effectively negotiate fair market value with industry benchmarks.
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“The product is intuitive to
use and makes clinical trial
forecasting easy and more
accurate than I thought
possible...Conducting
clinical trials is one of the
biggest expense categories
for biopharmaceutical
companies. Better forecasting
leads to better asset
management.”
CHIEF EDITOR,
LIFE SCIENCES LEADER

Shortened RFP and Bid Management Cycles
ClearTrial helps to gain efficiencies by cutting planning time for outsourcing in half.
• Compares proposals to each other or against industry standard rates.
• Leverages benchmark pricing for optimal negotiations.

Site Management

• Reduces contract and negotiation cycle times.
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money by enabling you to plan,
forecast, and outsource clinical trials quickly and accurately.
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ClearTrial is delivered
as Software asDictionaries
a Service
Ballpark Budgeting
(SaaS) for fast deployment
Create rapid, accurate, clinical trial budget and resource estimates with only
and implementation, easy
Patient Information
Inclusion / Exclusion
a few, key trial assumptions.
adoption, low cost ofCriteria
• Generate detailed operational and financial plans.
ownership, and rapid ROI.
Protocol

Use
ClearTrial for:
Deviation

Signatures

• Understand long-term budget and resource needs with cross-portfolio views.

Subject
Management

• Model economies of scale and risk for: in-licensing, out-licensing, and M&A.

Benchmarking
Document Exchange
Optimize trial planning and outsourcing by comparing multiple trial
scenarios using a “bottoms-up” approach with embedded global clinical
intelligence and industry-proven, costing algorithms for 160+ therapeutic
indications in over 90 global locations.

• Assess the impact of clinical assumption changes by modeling “what-if”
scenarios.
• Create RFPs and export to Excel to receive quality vendor bids.
• Compare bids against each other and/or benchmarks for a single or
multiple RFPs.

Precise Budgeting
Create detailed, precise, budget forecasts with the flexibility and
configurability to align with your custom work breakdown structure (WBS)
and organizational hierarchy.
• Configure templates with detailed tasks, resources, rates, and calculations.

LEARN MORE

+1 800 633 0643

• Align trial plans with internal or negotiated vendor tasks and timelines.

healthsciences_ww_grp@oracle.com

• Monitor and report against actuals more easily.

www.oracle.com/lifesciences

CONNECT WITH US

blogs.oracle.com/health-sciences
facebook.com/oraclehealthsciences
twitter.com/oraclehealthsci
oracle.com
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